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Abstract. In this paper we present the continued develop-
ment of the miniDOAS, an active differential optical ab-
sorption spectroscopy (DOAS) instrument used to measure
ammonia concentrations in ambient air. The miniDOAS has
been adapted for use in the Dutch National Air Quality Mon-
itoring Network. The miniDOAS replaces the life-expired
continuous-flow denuder ammonia monitor (AMOR). From
September 2014 to December 2015, both instruments
measured in parallel before the change from AMOR to
miniDOAS was made. The instruments were deployed at six
monitoring stations throughout the Netherlands. We report
on the results of this intercomparison.

Both instruments show a good uptime of ca. 90 %, ade-
quate for an automatic monitoring network. Although both
instruments produce 1 min values of ammonia concentra-
tions, a direct comparison on short timescales such as min-
utes or hours does not give meaningful results because
the AMOR response to changing ammonia concentrations
is slow. Comparisons between daily and monthly values
show good agreement. For monthly averages, we find a
small average offset of 0.65± 0.28 µg m−3 and a slope
of 1.034± 0.028, with the miniDOAS measuring slightly
higher than the AMOR. The fast time resolution of the
miniDOAS makes the instrument suitable not only for mon-
itoring but also for process studies.

1 Introduction

Ammonia in the ambient air plays an important role in the
formation of aerosols (Asman, 1998) through reactions with

nitrogen oxides or sulfur dioxide. These aerosols contribute
to the total burden of particulate matter and may have public
health effects (Fischer et al., 2015). When deposited on na-
ture areas, ammonia causes acidification and eutrophication,
leading to a loss of biodiversity. Intensive animal husbandry
leads to high ammonia emissions in the Netherlands. Hence,
it is of great importance to have a correct understanding of
the sources and sinks of ammonia in the Netherlands and of
the processes that determine ammonia emissions to the air,
its transport, its atmospheric chemistry and its deposition.
Therefore, an ammonia monitoring network has been in op-
eration in the Netherlands since 1992, providing hourly con-
centration measurements, currently at six locations. These
measurements are part of the Dutch National Air Quality
Monitoring Network.

This is one of the very few ambient ammonia monitoring
networks in the world with high temporal resolution. Else-
where, ammonia monitoring takes place with diffusion tubes,
with data coming in every week, every few weeks or even ev-
ery month. The hourly values measured in the National Air
Quality Monitoring Network thus constitute a unique data set
going back for more than 2 decades (van Zanten et al., 2017).

The monitoring data enables analyses of trends and pro-
cesses determining the temporal variation in the concen-
trations. It is also used for the calibration of the Measur-
ing Ammonia in Nature (MAN) network in the Netherlands
(Lolkema et al., 2015). In recent years, extension of the MAN
enabled the use of its data for trend analyses, supplementing
the data gathered from the monitoring network. That network
could therefore be reduced from the original eight stations to
the six currently operational.
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Table 1. Overview of a number of active DOAS systems for measuring ammonia between 200 and 230 nm, arranged in chronological order.
See the text for discussion. RIVM: the modified commercial instrument discussed in the text; miniDOAS: the smaller instrument developed
later.

Instrument Edner Mount RIVM miniDOAS Sintermann

Detection limit (µgm−3) 1 1.3 0.15 0.25 0.2
Integration time (min) 15 5 5 1 1
Set-up bistatic monostatic monostatic monostatic monostatic
Path length (m) 265–350 ∼ 2–150 100 42 75
Light source 150 WXe 150 WXe 150 WXe 30 WXe D2
Detector type scanning slit

monochro-
mator

cooled diode
array

cooled CCD CCD cooled CCD

Interference filter yes no yes yes no
Reference Edner et al.

(1990)
Mount et al.
(2002)

Volten et al.
(2012a)

Volten et al.
(2012a)

Sintermann et al.
(2016)

From its inception in 1992, the ammonia monitoring net-
work used the Ammonia MOnitoR (AMOR) instrument
(Buijsman et al., 1998). This is a wet denuder instrument,
based on chemical absorption. The complexity of the in-
strument, combined with the need to exchange spent chemi-
cal solutions, made the instrument expensive to operate and
maintain. Moreover, after more than 20 years, the instru-
ments used were life-expired. For these reasons, we started
searching for a replacement instrument. The literature, e.g.
Schwab et al. (2007) or Von Bobrutzki et al. (2010), did not
give clear-cut advise. We conducted intercomparison cam-
paigns in 2007–2008 and 2009–2010. From these campaigns,
it became clear that the best instrument would be an active
differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) instru-
ment. All other instruments tested used inlet lines to sam-
ple air, leading to ammonia sticking to inlets, filters and in-
strument surfaces, interacting with water or emanating from
trapped ammonia aerosols (Parrish and Fehsenfeld, 2000).
This results in delay effects, reduced temporal resolution and
sensitivity to interference from aerosols. Active DOAS, with
its open optical path, avoids all these problems completely.

The DOAS technique was first developed in the 1970s
(Platt et al., 1979). Since then, it has been used (Platt and
Stutz, 2008) for measuring a multitude of atmospheric con-
stituents, e.g. NO2, SO2 (Avino and Manigrasso, 2008), mer-
cury (Edner et al., 1986) and aromatic compounds such as
benzene (Barrefors, 1996).

To the best of our knowledge, the first mention of an active
DOAS for ammonia in the 200–230 nm wavelength range
was by Edner et al. (1990). They used their instrument to
measure ambient ammonia concentrations in rural and urban
areas (Edner et al., 1993; Gall et al., 1991). In 2002, Mount
and colleagues reported the construction of a similar system
(Mount et al., 2002). They used it to measure ammonia emis-
sions from local sources at a research dairy (Rumburg et al.,
2006, 2004). Around that time, our group started working
on an ammonia DOAS by modifying a commercial instru-

ment, a DOAS 2000 from Thermo (now discontinued). We
used the system for concentration and deposition measure-
ments (Volten et al., 2012b). Our modified version showed
much improvement over the original; it is described in Volten
et al. (2012a).

From the modified DOAS we developed the miniDOAS,
also described in Volten et al., 2012a. That system inspired
Sintermann and colleagues to build their own, modified
miniDOAS system (Sintermann et al., 2016). They measured
artificial sources, concentration differences due to grazing
cattle, and the results of manure application to fields. An
overview of these systems is given in Table 1.

The table shows that instrument performance has in-
creased over the years: detection limit and integration time
have decreased simultaneously. The other entries in the table
show how the groups tackled various challenges posed by the
DOAS technique. The line “set-up” in the table describes the
instrument lay out. The Edner instrument is bistatic; i.e. light
source and detector are in two separate locations. This makes
alignment difficult, as both parts of the set-up must be pre-
cisely aligned. It also requires power to be available at both
ends of the path. For this reason, all other instruments have
light source and detector combined in a single instrument.
Such a monostatic set-up folds the path back with a retrore-
flector. Losses due to the extra reflections at the reflector and
to the optical geometry (part of the light beam gets reflected
back into the light source, missing the detector) makes this
set-up less light efficient. This is reflected in the shorter path
lengths used.

In 1990, Edner and colleagues selected a scanning slit
monochromator with a photomultiplier tube as detector, not-
ing that a spectrograph with an array detector had many ad-
vantages but was financially out of reach. Improvements in
semiconductor technology made diode arrays and charge-
coupled devices (CCDs) accessible to the makers of the other
instruments. The miniDOAS uses an uncooled CCD rather
than a cooled detector as the other instruments do, sacrific-
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ing some performance for lower costs. To help tackle stray
light, the Edner, RIVM and miniDOAS instruments use an
interference filter to block out visible light. The Mount sys-
tem instead employs a double spectrograph, eliminating the
need for an interference filter. The Sintermann system uses
a deuterium arc lamp rather than a xenon arc lamp, as the
other systems do. A deuterium arc lamp emits hardly any
visible light, which is the reason this system can do without
an interference filter. Its lack of visible light also makes this
system less obtrusive, which may facilitate its placement and
prevents vandalism. One disadvantage of the deuterium arc
lamp is its shorter lifetime when compared to the xenon arc
lamp. This tipped the balance towards xenon arc lamps for
the other systems.

Another consideration is that its copious amounts of vis-
ible light makes a xenon arc lamp inherently more safe for
the eyes than a deuterium arc lamp, as the natural reaction of
people to the bright visible glare of the xenon arc lamp is to
look away. The pale purple glow of the deuterium arc lamp
offers no such reflex, so onlookers may inadvertently be ex-
posed to ultraviolet radiation. For an instrument in a moni-
toring network operating unattended 24 h per day, this extra
safety offered by the xenon arc lamp is an important advan-
tage.

When comparing the miniDOAS with the other systems,
we note that the detection limit is slightly higher than of
the two contemporary systems, but lower than of the sys-
tems built 10 and 22 years earlier. The path length of the
miniDOAS is shorter than that of all other systems, reflect-
ing the low-power lamp used. The use of an uncooled CCD
increases the noise in the spectra, but we find that this does
not affect the retrieval of the concentrations unduly.

The miniDOAS shows adequate performance for a moni-
toring network: a detection limit of 0.25 µgm−3, an accuracy
of 0.25 µg m−3, a true time resolution of 1 min and an instru-
ment uptime exceeding 90 %. When compared to the AMOR,
purchasing price and maintenance requirements are much
lower, leading to an attractive cost reduction while increas-
ing measurement quality. Before the transition from AMOR
to miniDOAS was made on 1 January 2016, an extensive
comparison period was conducted, from September 2014 to
December 2015, in which both instruments were operated in
parallel. This paper describes the implementation and per-
formance of the miniDOAS, the intercomparison with the
AMOR and some issues associated with the transition.

2 Measurement methods

2.1 The Dutch National Air Quality Monitoring
Network

The Dutch National Air Quality Monitoring Network (LML)
was established more than 50 years ago, to monitor air pol-
lution. In 1992, ammonia began to be measured at eight
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Figure 1. Map of air quality monitoring locations with ammonia
measurements in the Netherlands, shown as green circles. Histori-
cal locations are shown as blue squares. Shown in the background
is an emission map, with emissions in 2013 derived from the Dutch
emission inventory, on a 5× 5 km grid. Witteveen was decommis-
sioned in 2000, its observations were transferred to Valthermond.
Ammonia monitoring at Eibergen and Huijbergen was terminated
in 2014.

stations (since 2014 at six stations). The instrument used
from 1992 to 2016 was the Ammonia Monitor (AMOR); see
Sect. 2.2. A map of the network is shown in Fig. 1. More de-
tailed maps of the monitoring sites are shown in Appendix A.

2.2 The AMOR

The AMOR, Ammonia MOnitoR, is an automatically operat-
ing continuous-flow denuder system. It was developed at En-
ergy research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) in the early
1990s from the AMANDA (Wyers et al., 1993). The AMOR
differs from the AMANDA mainly in its remote control op-
tions and its ability to operate unattended for prolonged pe-
riods of time (up to 4 weeks). It is described in detail in
Erisman et al. (2001), Wyers et al. (1993) and in Buijsman
et al. (1998). The procedure in which this instrument was se-
lected for use in the monitoring network LML, as well as
tests of its performance and the results of the first years of
measurements, is described in Buijsman et al. (1998) and in
Mennen et al. (1996). The published specifications for the
AMOR were a detection limit of 0.01 µgm−3, an accuracy of
2 % and a time resolution of 3 min (Erisman et al., 2001).

The instrument was installed inside the climate-controlled
housing of the monitoring stations. Air was sampled from an
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the miniDOAS, with an optional calibration gas cell in the optical path.

inlet on the roof of the housing, at 3.5 ma.g.l. The air flow
through this inlet was 250 m3 h−1. From this air flow, a small
fraction (25 Lmin−1, or 0.6 %) was sampled, just after a 90◦

turn in the inlet tube, and fed into the AMOR. This arrange-
ment served to minimise the amount of particulate matter be-
ing sampled by the AMOR.

Calibration of any trace gas monitor is preferably done by
offering the instrument a gas stream with a high but realis-
tic concentration of the gas to be measured. For ammonia,
this means a concentration of 400 µgm−3. A gas bottle with
a mixture of such an ammonia concentration in, for exam-
ple, nitrogen is not stable. For the AMOR in the monitoring
network, calibration was therefore carried out by offering the
instrument a solution of NH+4 of a known concentration, cor-
responding to a realistic ammonia concentration in the am-
bient air. Calibration of the system took place automatically,
every 80 h, with NH+4 solutions in two concentrations.

The AMOR data used in this study were corrected for
a small offset compared to data published in national and in-
ternational databases. The offset is caused by the digital-to-
analogue conversion of the data. See Appendix B for more
information.

2.3 The miniDOAS

2.3.1 Description of the instrument

The miniDOAS is extensively described in Volten
et al. (2012a). The instrument uses a xenon lamp as ul-
traviolet light source and a retroreflector to measure optical
absorption spectra along an open path, typically 42 m long.
It uses the DOAS technique to retrieve concentrations
of several atmospheric trace gases along this path. See
Fig. 2 for a schematic representation of the optical set-up
of the instrument, and see Fig. 3 for a photograph. It was
developed from a much larger system, also described in
Volten et al. (2012a). By using smaller and less expensive
parts, the physical dimensions, the power consumption and
the price tag of the miniDOAS were much smaller than the
original system, hence the name. See Sect. 2.3.5 and Volten

Figure 3. Photo of the miniDOAS. The instrument is 380 mm wide,
600 mm long and 180 mm high. Not shown: the lamp power supply
(282× 144mm× 90mm) and the instrument computer.

et al. (2012a) for an overview of the differences between the
systems.

2.3.2 Maintenance schedule and instrument lifetime

Based on the experience gained during this intercomparison,
we now adhere to the following maintenance schedule:

– The xenon lamp is exchanged once a year. Because re-
placing the lamp makes measuring new reference spec-
tra necessary (see Sect. 2.3.5), such a replacement takes
place by exchanging a system with a life-expired lamp
with a system with a new lamp installed and newly mea-
sured reference spectra present. This minimises instru-
ment downtime.

– About half a year after a system is installed at a station,
it receives a service visit. The system is cleaned and the
alignment of the optics is checked.

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 10, 4099–4120, 2017 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/10/4099/2017/
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– The quartz window in the station housing is cleaned ev-
ery 4 weeks.

– The parabolic sender mirror is replaced after 5 years of
continuous use.

We estimate the lifetimes of the other optical components –
the receiver mirror, the folding mirror and the interference fil-
ter – to be between 5 and 10 years. The electronic parts – the
alignment correction motors, the spectrograph and the instru-
ment computer – also have lifetimes between 5 and 10 years.
The remaining parts – the breadboard and the mirror mounts
– have lifetimes of more than 25 years.

2.3.3 Retrieval of concentrations

The spectral window used is from about 203.6 to about
230.9 nm, the precise window differs slightly between instru-
ments. In this region, three gases commonly present in the at-
mosphere show specific absorption patterns: NH3, SO2 and
NO. These three gases are retrieved together. Other atmo-
spheric constituents either do not absorb in this region (e.g.
NO2) or have absorption features that change only slowly
with the wavelength (e.g. O3); these are filtered out by the
fitting algorithm.

Central to the DOAS technique is the Lambert–Beer law,
one form of which is shown in Eq. (1) (CEN, 2013):

Imeas(λ)= I0(λ)× e
(−a(λ)×c×l). (1)

Here, Imeas(λ) is the measured spectrum, I0(λ) is the inten-
sity spectrum as emitted by the instrument, a(λ) is the spe-
cific absorption coefficient of the component through which
the light passes, c is the concentration of that component and
l is the length of the full optical path. In a monostatic system
like ours, l is twice the distance between the instrument and
the retroreflector. In the open atmosphere, light is attenuated
not just by absorption but also by Rayleigh and Mie scat-
tering. The wavelength-dependent attenuation by the optical
system must also be taken into account. The key to the DOAS
technique is to separate narrow-band absorption features in
the specific absorption spectrum a(λ) from broadband fea-
tures due to interfering compounds, atmospheric scattering
and the intensity spectrum of the light source. This leads to
the following equation:

Ibgc(λ)= I
′

0(λ)× e
6(−a′i (λ)×ci×l). (2)

Here, Ibgc(λ) is the background-corrected measured spec-
trum; see Sect. 2.3.5 for the determination of this back-
ground. I ′0(λ) is the differential initial intensity, all broad-
band features are collected in this term. a′i(λ) is, for com-
ponent i to be measured, the part of the specific absorption
spectrum containing the narrow-band absorption features. In
logarithmic form:

ln
(
Ibgc(λ)

I ′0(λ)

)
=6(−a′i(λ)× ci × l). (3)

To approximate I ′0(λ), we use a moving average of the mea-
sured spectrum, denoted as [Ibgc(λ)]moving average in Eq. (4)
below. We found two consecutive passes with averaging over
41 channels each time to work well. We define the DOAS
curve DC(λ) as follows:

DC(λ)= ln
(

Ibgc(λ)

[Ibgc(λ)]moving average

)
. (4)

To retrieve the concentrations, we use a three com-
ponent least-squares fit (Kendall and Stuart, 1976;
Volten et al., 2012a):

σ 2
=

n∑
j=1

(
DC(λ)j −α×X(λ)j −β ×Y (λ)j − γ ×Z(λ)j

)2
(n− 3)

. (5)

Here, σ is the SD of the fit. The wavelength is denoted by
j , n is the total number of wavelengths and X(λ)j , Y (λ)j
and Z(λ)j are reference spectra for NH3, SO2 and NO, re-
spectively. The parameters α, β and γ are proportional to
the concentrations of NH3, SO2 and NO to be retrieved. The
retrieval algorithm minimises σ 2 to find the best fit. The con-
centration of NH3 is calculated according to Eq. (6):

cNH3 =
α

l
. (6)

Concentrations for SO2 and NO are calculated analogously.
Example curves for the measured spectrum Imeas(λ), the
background-corrected spectrum Ibgc(λ), the DOAS curve
DC(λ) and the reference spectra for NH3, SO2 and NO are
shown in Fig. 4.

2.3.4 Calibration: span measurements

To determine the reference spectraX(λ), Y (λ) andZ(λ) used
in Eq. (5), two methods exist (CEN, 2013): calibration with
complete spectral modelling using reference spectra, and gas
cell calibration with and without including the atmosphere.
Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages.

The spectral modelling method involves modelling the
complete system. This requires knowledge of the instrument
line shape function (ILS) of the spectrometer, of the pres-
ence of stray light in the spectrum, of the linearity and dark
current of the detector and of the differential absorption co-
efficient of each component at the wavelengths used. The last
parameter can be obtained by measuring a spectrum with the
instrument itself, or by convolving a high-resolution absorp-
tion spectrum from the literature with the ILS.

For gas cell calibration, a cell with the gas for which the
reference spectrum is to be determined is placed in the light
path. The concentration of the gas should be known. Care
should be taken that the gas is stable in the cell, or a flow-
through cell should be used. When applying this method with
inclusion of the atmosphere, only an incremental calibration
can be performed; i.e. the system will measure an increase
due to the gas in the gas cell with respect to the atmospheric

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/10/4099/2017/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 10, 4099–4120, 2017
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Figure 4. Spectral fit and concentration retrieval shown for a typical measurement. Panel (a): the measured spectrum Imeas(λ) (1 min
average); panel (b): the background-corrected spectrum Ibgc(λ)= (Imeas(λ)− Idark(λ))/Ibackground(λ) (see Eq. 7); panel (c): the DOAS
curve DC(λ)= ln(Ibgc(λ)/[Ibgc(λ)]moving average) (see Eq. 4), the fit to the DOAS curve fit(λ)= α×X(λ)+β ×Y (λ)+ γ ×Z(λ) (see
Eq. 5) and the residual residual(λ)= DC(λ)− fit(λ). Panels (d–f): NH3, SO2 and NO reference spectra used in the fitting procedure. Scales
for the y axes are arbitrary. Units for the y axes of the reference spectra are the same. The residual is a tool that helps to identify potential
flaws in the measurements, such as interference problems. The dark grey lines at the bottom of the graphs show the analysis interval used.
The measurements shown here were taken at Vredepeel on 23 January 2015, 06:36 UTC.

background concentration. This requires stable atmospheric
conditions.

For the gas cell method with exclusion of the atmosphere,
the light path should be routed directly from the light source
through the gas cell into the detector. This eliminates all at-
mospheric influence. It also allows a calibration under zero
gas conditions.

The systems discussed above all use the gas cell method
to calibrate. Mount et al. (2002) did so while excluding
the atmosphere. Neither Edner et al. (1993) nor Sintermann
et al. (2016) specify whether they included the atmosphere
or not. In addition to the gas cell method, the latter group ap-
plied the modelling method, as a check on their calibration
spectrum, for NH3 only.

For the RIVM DOAS, we used the gas cell method, with
exclusion of the atmosphere (Volten et al., 2012a). We se-
lected this method because the spectral modelling method

requires knowledge of the ILS of the detector (CEN, 2013),
which we do not have. As noted by Mount et al. (2002), the
gas cell method automatically convolves the ILS with the gas
cross section spectrum, removing the need to know the ILS
itself.

A second reason for us to select the gas cell method is that
the calibration becomes traceable to a standard with a known
accuracy. This is essential when an instrument is to be used in
a monitoring network that operates under a quality manage-
ment system, e.g. ISO/IEC 17025, as our network does. The
spectral modelling method relies on literature spectra; these
may or may not have been measured in a laboratory under
formal accreditation. For example, the paper describing the
most recent high-resolution spectrum of NH3 that we found
makes no mention of any linking to standards or of a qual-
ity management system (Cheng et al., 2006; via the UV/VIS
Spectral Atlas: Keller-Rudek et al., 2013).

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 10, 4099–4120, 2017 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/10/4099/2017/
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For the miniDOAS, we use this method as well, for the
same reasons. We place a 75 mm path length quartz flow cell
in the instrument; see Fig. 2. Pressure and temperature of the
gas are continuously measured so that the amount of gas in
the cell is known. We find that, after 25 min, the concentra-
tion in the cell is within 0.5 % of the final concentration. We
therefore allow the system 30 min to reach this steady state,
and then we collect spectra over 1 h. Because the path in the
optical cell is, at 75 mm, only 1/560 of the full 2×21 m path
that is used in the open air, the concentration in the cell must
be 560 times the ambient concentration. This is an important
benefit, as it enables DOAS systems to be calibrated with
high-concentration gas mixtures. These are much more sta-
ble than the mixtures at ambient concentrations that an air-
sampling instrument would use. The gas mixtures used are
listed in Table 2.

To exclude the atmosphere, we originally used a shortened
optical path of 1 m rather than 42 m. However, we found
that, for the miniDOAS, this short path yielded distorted
spectra compared to spectra measured over a full length op-
tical path. We attribute this distortion to the difference in
Rayleigh scattering over a longer vs. a shorter path. At the
short wavelengths we use for ammonia DOAS, this effect is
much more pronounced than in DOAS applications at longer
wavelengths, since the intensity of Rayleigh scattering is pro-
portional to the inverse fourth power of the wavelength of the
light. In addition, the tail from the Schumann–Runge absorp-
tion bands of O2 affects the low wavelength end of the spec-
trum (Yoshino et al., 1984). The combined distortion nega-
tively affected the fitting procedure. Therefore, we decided
to measure the reference spectra with the full optical path.
A disadvantage of this long path is that any gas present in the
atmosphere will leave its spectral signature on the reference
spectra, whereas those spectra are assumed to contain only
the known concentration of the target gas. To address this
issue, we set up the miniDOAS that has its reference spec-
tra measured (the miniDOAS under test) in the laboratory
next to another DOAS (the reference DOAS), with the opti-
cal paths of both instruments running parallel, so that they
measure the same parcel of ambient air. Both instruments
measure a full-length outdoor atmospheric path.

The reference DOAS can be any previously calibrated
DOAS or, indeed, any instrument capable of measuring am-
monia. It turned out to be most convenient to use an RIVM
DOAS (as described in Volten et al., 2012a; see also Table 1)
that had been calibrated with exclusion of the atmosphere.
This DOAS system has a detection limit of 0.15 µgm−3 for
NH3, and receives regular maintenance. Its differences from
the miniDOAS systems are the following:

– The RIVM DOAS has a better spectral resolution than
the miniDOAS (0.0306 nm vs. 0.067 nm).

Table 2. Gas mixtures used for reference spectra. PRM: primary
reference material. The equivalent concentration in the atmosphere
is given for a 2× 21 m optical path, at 0 ◦C and 100 kPa.

Gas Mixing ratio Equivalent
in gas cell concentration

(ppm in N2) in atmosphere
(µgm−3)

NH3 (PRM) 300± 2 % 401.7± 2 %
NH3 375± 2 % 502.2± 2 %
SO2 30± 2 % 151.1± 2 %
NO 600± 2 % 1416± 2 %

– The RIVM DOAS uses a cooled CCD detector; the
CCD of the miniDOAS is not cooled.

– The wavelength calibration of the RIVM DOAS is con-
tinuously monitored by measuring the emission line of
a zinc lamp. If needed, the grating of the spectrograph
is adjusted. The miniDOAS has no such option.

– The RIVM DOAS reports values at 5 min intervals, the
miniDOAS at 1 min intervals.

We use the reference DOAS to determine the concentra-
tions of NH3, SO2 and NO in the ambient air during the refer-
ence spectra measurements. If those ambient concentrations
are too high (> 10 µgm−3 for NH3, > 5 µgm−3 for SO2 or
> 20 µgm−3 for NO) the resulting reference spectra are re-
jected and measured anew. In this way, we make sure any
remaining effects are small:

– The concentrations in the gas cell are chosen so that the
equivalent concentrations in the atmosphere are realis-
tic, but high. As an example, for NH3, an equivalent
concentration of 500 µgm−3 is used. If NH3 is present
in the outdoor optical path at the typical ambient con-
centration in the Netherlands of 5 µgm−3, the resulting
error is 1 %.

– The effects of one gas being present in the reference
spectrum of another gas is also small. As an example,
suppose some ambient NO is present while the refer-
ence spectrum for NH3 is being measured. The result-
ing spectrum will have the spectral features of both NH3
and NO, but since NH3 is present in a much higher con-
centration, the features of NO will be negligible.

As measuring NH3 concentrations is the prime aim of this
instrument, the calibration for NH3 is checked with primary
reference material (PRM), obtained from the Dutch National
Metrology Institute (VSL) in the Netherlands. This check is
done by measuring the apparent concentration when a PRM
gas mixture of NH3 in N2 is passed through the flow-through
calibration cell, using the same procedure as outlined above
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for the measurement of the reference spectra. If the concen-
tration reported by the instrument is within the tolerance of
the PRM gas, as indicated by its manufacturer (this amounted
to 2 %; see Table 2), the instrument is considered to have
passed the test. If the reported concentration is outside the
tolerance, the instrument is considered to have failed the test.
In the latter case, its reference spectra are discarded and mea-
sured anew.

Reference spectra are measured in the following cases:

– before a new system is deployed for the first time;

– after a system has its xenon lamp replaced;

– after any repairs to the spectrograph.

2.3.5 Calibration: zero measurements and dark
current corrections

The background subtracted spectrum referred to in Eq. (2) is
calculated as follows:

Ibgc(λ)=
Imeas(λ)− Idark(λ,T )

Ibackground(λ)
. (7)

Here, Ibgc(λ) is the background-corrected spectrum, Imeas(λ)

is the spectrum measured by the spectrograph, Idark(λ,T ) is
the temperature-dependent dark spectrum and Ibackground(λ)

is a reference spectrum containing no spectral features from
atmospheric gases.

The temperature-dependent dark spectrum Idark(λ,T )

is determined by placing the spectrograph in a dark
temperature-controlled room and measuring the spectral re-
sponse at a number of temperatures and integration times.

Dividing by the reference spectrum Ibackground(λ) im-
proves the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement. To mea-
sure Ibackground(λ), we need an optical path that is free of
NH3, SO2 and NO. For the RIVM DOAS reported in Volten
et al. (2012a), we achieved this by shortening the optical
path, thereby excluding the ambient air with its background
concentrations. Other groups handled this in a similar way,
e.g. Mount et al. (2002), who used a shortened path away
from local sources.

An alternative is to deal with the background concentra-
tions of NH3, SO2 and NO along the full length optical path.
Sintermann et al. (2016) identified three ways to do this:

1. Monitor for an extended period of time. During this
time, some episodes with near-zero ambient concentra-
tions are likely to occur.

2. Measure Ibackground(λ) at a remote location where am-
bient concentrations are assumed to be very low. Alter-
natively, create an artificial low-concentration environ-
ment in the laboratory, over the full optical path.

3. Remove traces of NH3, SO2 and NO by excluding nar-
rowband absorption from Imeas(λ). This may be done
by applying a low-pass filter.
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miniDOAS, before calibration
miniDOAS, calibrated data

Reference DOAS

Figure 5. Example of miniDOAS and reference DOAS measure-
ments. Reference DOAS: the concentrations as measured by the ref-
erence DOAS instrument. miniDOAS, before calibration: the con-
centrations as measured by the miniDOAS, without correction for
a proper reference spectrum Ibackground(λ). miniDOAS, calibrated
data: the concentrations as measured by the miniDOAS, now with
correction for a proper reference spectrum Ibackground(λ), made
from spectra from this period and calibrated with the concentration
measured by the reference DOAS.

They tested method (3) and found it to work well; however,
the method also introduced extra uncertainty to the results.

We used method (1) for the reference DOAS mentioned
above. A disadvantage of this method is that Ibgc(λ) is only
available after operating the instrument for a long time, many
weeks or even months. This is fine if measurement results are
analysed after a monitoring period, but it is not acceptable in
a monitoring network, when measurements are to be reported
in near-real time. For the miniDOAS, we adopted a different
approach.

We use the set-up with a reference DOAS and the
miniDOAS under test running parallel that we described in
Sect. 2.3.4. The Ibackground(λ) of this reference DOAS was
measured using method (1), as outlined above. The refer-
ence DOAS indicates when the interfering gases reach low
concentrations in the ambient air. Spectra measured with the
miniDOAS under test during those episodes are used as its
Ibackground(λ). This Ibackground(λ) still contains the signature
of low ambient concentrations of NH3, SO2 and/or NO, typ-
ically below 5 µgm−3 for NH3. We determine the average
differences in concentration between miniDOAS and refer-
ence DOAS and correct for these in the retrieval procedure.
For an example, see Fig. 5.

2.3.6 Error sources, detection limit and precision

We distinguish between random and systematic error
sources. The random error sources, e.g. the correction for the
dark current, end up in the residual spectrum. Their com-
bined magnitude is estimated by the standard error that is re-
ported by the fitting algorithm (Stutz and Platt, 1996). To use
the standard error to estimate upper limits for the detection
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Figure 6. Example of an episode of very low ambient ammonia
concentrations, as measured with the miniDOAS at Wieringerwerf
on 16 August 2015. One-minute values of the measured ammonia
concentrations in µgm−3 are indicated by a green line; the light
green area around this line indicates the 1σ uncertainty interval.

limit and the precision, we select episodes at the monitoring
stations with very low ambient concentrations. An example
of such an episode is shown in Fig. 6. Note that this episode
still contains both a background concentration and some nat-
ural variability in the ammonia concentration. From such
episodes, we estimate the upper limit of the precision to be
0.25 µgm−3 and the detection limit to be 0.25 µgm−3, both
at the instrument time resolution of 1 min (Table 3). The pre-
cision of hourly averaged data we estimate to be 0.1 µgm−3.

The systematic error sources are listed in Table 4. As an
example, the calibration gas concentration is known with
a precision of 2 %. This concentration is used only once, in
the preparation of the reference spectra, and the associated
error is the same for as long as this spectrum is used. These
systematic error sources will never be estimated by the fitting
algorithm.

We use a tape measure to determine the path length, we
estimate that we do this with a precision of 5 cm, or 0.25 %
of 20 m. The calibration gas concentration is given by the
manufacturer with a precision of 2 %. The zero concentration
measured by the reference DOAS we determine with a preci-
sion of 0.45 µgm−3, i.e. 3 times its precision of 0.15 µgm−3

(Volten et al., 2012a). Combined, we estimate the detection
limit to be 0.45 µg m−3 and the precision to be 2.25 %, with
a minimum of 0.25 µgm−3.

2.4 Instrument intercomparison campaign

To fully characterise the differences between the AMOR
and the miniDOAS, an instrument intercomparison cam-
paign was conducted. From 2 September 2014 to 31 De-
cember 2015, on each of the six operational stations, both
an AMOR and a miniDOAS were operated in parallel. Both
instruments were operated in the regular monitoring network
mode. For the miniDOAS, operating procedures and the data
transfer set-up were updated and refined during the cam-

Table 3. Specifications for the miniDOAS, for 1 min values.

Detection limit (µgm−3) 0.25
Precision (µgm−3) 0.25
Time resolution (min) 1

Table 4. Systematic error sources in the miniDOAS measurements.

Systematic error source Magnitude

Path length determination ±0.25 %
Calibration gas concentration ±2 %
Reference DOAS concentration 0.45 µgm−3

paign. This did not influence the measurement data, as these
refinements dealt with issues not directly affecting the mea-
surements or the retrieval. These changes in the procedures
did improve the instrument uptime.

The AMOR measurements were conducted under ISO
17025 accreditation.

2.4.1 Height difference assessment

AMOR measurements have always been conducted with an
air inlet at 3.5 m above the local ground level. This is the
standard air inlet height for the Dutch Air Quality Monitor-
ing Network. For the miniDOAS this height was considered
unpractical, as it would mean mounting the instrument out-
side the station housing, or using a complex optical set-up.
Instead, a measuring altitude was chosen of 2.2 m. This cor-
responds to the highest practical mounting position inside the
station housing.

The effect of the difference in measurement height was
studied using passive samplers. At all stations, three sets of
three Gradko passive sampler tubes were installed:

– Set 1: attached to the AMOR air inlet at 3.5 m height,
above the station housing roof;

– Set 2: at 3.5 m height (the AMOR air inlet height) on
a separate mast, at the halfway point of the miniDOAS
optical path;

– Set 3: on the same mast, but at 2.2 m height (the height
of the miniDOAS optical path).

See Fig. 7 for the measurement set-up. The passive sam-
plers were operated as they are in the Measuring Ammonia
in Nature network. All information on these samplers – han-
dling, detection limits, calibration, etc. – can be found in
Lolkema et al. (2015).

The passive sampler sets were exchanged and analysed
monthly. Measurements took place between January and De-
cember 2014. Table 5 lists in which months and at which
monitoring stations the samplers were deployed.
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Table 5. Height difference assessment with passive samplers. For each month in 2014, bullets (•) indicate that measurements were taken at
the respective stations.

Station name Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Vredepeel • • • • • •

De Zilk • • • • • • • • • • • •

Wieringerwerf • • • • • •

Zegveld • • • • • • • • •

Eibergen • • • • • • • • • • • •

Valthermond • • • • • •

miniDOAS

Retroreflector

AMOR

Set 1Air inlet AMOR Set 2

Set 3

3.5 m 2.2 m

Monitoring station

Figure 7. Set-up of three sets of three Gradko passive samplers for NH3 at each of the six miniDOAS stations, aiming to quantify a possible
systematic difference caused by measurement height. Set 1: attached to the AMOR air inlet, 3.5 m height. Set 2: on a mast at the halfway
point of the miniDOAS optical path (of typically 21 m between miniDOAS and retroreflector), at 3.5 m height (i.e. the AMOR air inlet
height). Set 3: on the same mast, at 2.2 m height (i.e. the miniDOAS optical path height).

3 Results

3.1 Data set and uptimes of the miniDOAS and AMOR

In Fig. 8 uptimes of the AMOR and miniDOAS systems are
given over the period from 1 September 2014 to 1 Septem-
ber 2015. We excluded periods when the miniDOAS sys-
tems were in the laboratory for instrument characterisation
or when station housings were renewed.

Uptimes for both the AMOR and the miniDOAS instru-
ments were mostly between 80–90 %, as is required for in-
struments in a monitoring network. Note that the miniDOAS
systems were during this period not formally part of the mon-
itoring network and therefore not under continuous surveil-
lance, in contrast to the AMOR instruments.

Comparing any two instruments can only be done with
data gathered on a timescale that permits both instruments
to produce meaningful data. Both AMOR and miniDOAS
generate a data point every minute. However, it takes time
– about half an hour – for ammonia to be processed by the
AMOR system. This causes a delay and a smoothing effect in
the AMOR values. In addition, instruments that employ inlet
lines are known to suffer from a memory effect due to am-
monia sticking to walls of the inlet line (Parrish and Fehsen-
feld, 2000). This ammonia may be released later, depending
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Figure 8. Uptimes of the AMOR and miniDOAS systems over the
period from 1 September 2014 to 1 September 2015, excluding pe-
riods where the miniDOAS systems were in the laboratory for in-
strument characterisation or when station housings were renewed.

on temperature and relative humidity. The miniDOAS has no
inlet lines and shows an instant response to ammonia in the
air. Therefore, comparison between AMOR and miniDOAS
1 min values is not feasible, as will be shown below. Com-
parison between hourly values is complicated but possible,
comparison between daily and monthly values works fine.
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Figure 9. Vredepeel. miniDOAS 1 min data converted to artificial
AMOR data by delaying and smoothing. Here we used an e-folding
time τ1/e of an hour. The delayed and smoothed miniDOAS data
become remarkably similar to the AMOR data. Note that the sur-
faces under the various curves are more or less similar, indicating
that both instruments on average detect similar amounts of ammo-
nia.

We will briefly illustrate the smoothing and delaying ef-
fects of the internal works and inlet lines of the AMOR on
its data by applying a similar effect to the miniDOAS data
using the simple formula in Eq. (8) (Volten et al., 2012a; Von
Bobrutzki et al., 2010):

c′ (t)= f c (t)+ (1− f )c′ (t − 1) , (8)

where c′(t) is the delayed smoothed concentration, c(t) is the
measured miniDOAS concentration data and f is a smooth-
ing factor which would be unity for an instrument equally
fast as the miniDOAS. We use an e-folding time τ1/e of 1 h,
where τ1/e = 1/f . The value of 1 h was adopted for illustra-
tion purposes, similar to what was reported earlier in Volten
et al. (2012a). After applying the smoothing and delaying ef-
fect the miniDOAS data are remarkably similar to the AMOR
data, as illustrated in Fig. 9. It is not our aim to find the per-
fect smoothing and delaying curve for the miniDOAS data to
reproduce the AMOR data. We just wish to illustrate that for
comparisons of the miniDOAS and the AMOR data it is more
meaningful to compare averages over longer time intervals.
Below we give some examples of the AMOR and miniDOAS
data compared for different increasing time intervals: hourly
values, to daily values to monthly values.

3.1.1 Hourly values compared

When comparing hourly values of the miniDOAS and the
AMOR the delay effect is less pronounced than for the com-
parison of the 1 min values, but a smoothing effect and a de-
lay is still clearly visible as illustrated in Fig. 10, containing
hourly data for a selected period at the monitoring station in
Vredepeel. This station has strongly varying concentrations
with relatively high ammonia peaks, up to several hundred
micrograms per cubic metre. Since the miniDOAS suffers no
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Figure 10. Hourly ammonia concentrations measured at the moni-
toring station in Vredepeel from 15 to 22 March 2015. Inset: con-
centrations measured on 17 March between 00:00 and 18:00 UTC.
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miniDOAS vs. AMOR

Figure 11. Scatter plot (6429 data points, R2
= 0.70) of hourly am-

monia concentrations measured at the monitoring station in Vrede-
peel for 1 September 2014 up to and including 31 December 2015.
The fit shown is a least orthogonal distance fit.

smoothing effect, it captures the concentration peaks more
effectively than the AMOR.

The delay effect is clearly visible during 17 March. In a pe-
riod when the concentrations are less variable and less ex-
treme, e.g. from 19 to 22 March, the AMOR and miniDOAS
data agree much better. This is reflected in the scatter plot
shown in Fig. 11. Here, all the largest deviations from the
y = x line are cases of the miniDOAS value being larger than
the AMOR value.

On a monitoring station where on average the ammonia
concentrations are much lower, such as De Zilk, the delay
and smoothing effects are visible as well. As is apparent from
the scatter plot (Fig. 12), deviations from the y = x line still
occur, again larger on the side where the miniDOAS values
are higher than the AMOR values.
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Figure 12. Scatter plot (8130 data points, R2
= 0.76) of hourly am-

monia concentrations measured at the monitoring station in De Zilk
for 1 September 2014 up to and including 31 December 2015. The
fit shown is a least orthogonal distance fit.
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Figure 13. Daily ammonia concentrations measured at the monitor-
ing station in Vredepeel for 1 September 2014 up to and including
31 December 2015.

3.1.2 Daily values compared

Figure 13 shows daily averages of ammonia concentrations
measured by the AMOR and miniDOAS systems in Vrede-
peel in the period from 1 September 2014 up to and including
31 December 2015. For each instrument, only days on which
at least 18 hourly values were measured (75 % uptime) were
included. Here the comparison between the two measure-
ment methods is quite good despite the large dynamics in
the concentrations, demonstrating that averaging over a day
effectively removes the main differences in the data between
the instruments.

This is also apparent when we compare the scatter plot of
the hourly values at Vredepeel (Fig. 11) with that of the daily
values at the same station (Fig. 14). The latter shows more
clustering around the y = x line, although some extremes re-
main.
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Figure 14. Scatter plot (259 data points,R2
= 0.81) of daily ammo-

nia concentrations measured at the monitoring station in Vredepeel
for 1 September 2014 up to and including 31 December 2015. The
fit shown is a least orthogonal distance fit.

3.1.3 Monthly values compared

In Fig. 15 we give monthly averages for both miniDOAS and
AMOR. The monthly averages are based on hourly values,
but only on those where both AMOR and miniDOAS val-
ues were simultaneously available. A monthly average is in-
cluded when it is based on at least 100 hourly values. The se-
ries of monthly values tend to agree well, showing very simi-
lar patterns. In many cases, though not all, the AMOR values
tend to be slightly below the miniDOAS monthly values. Val-
ues in some periods, e.g. September 2014 to March 2015 for
Wekerom, agree very well. Some other periods, e.g. July to
December 2015 for the same station, show less agreement.
The reasons are so far unknown. There is no correlation
between high AMOR–miniDOAS differences and episodes
with high or low values. Neither is there any seasonal influ-
ence.

To evaluate the comparability of the AMOR and
miniDOAS data the monthly values in Fig. 15 have been
used for a orthogonal regression plot presented in Fig. 16.
The number of data pairs included is 89 and the R2

= 0.94.
This orthogonal regression yields a relation between the

values of miniDOAS and AMOR given by Eq. (9),

miniDOAS= 1.034(28)×AMOR+ 0.65(28) , (9)

where the uncertainty (1σ ) in the last two digits of the slope
and the offset are given in brackets.

Finally, in Table 6, we list the average concentrations
based on pairs of hourly values in the period from Septem-
ber 2014 until the end of December 2015. Standard devia-
tions are given as well, reflecting the variability in the mea-
sured concentrations. The annual averages are comparable,
but in all cases, the AMOR values are somewhat lower than
those of the miniDOAS.
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Figure 15. Monthly averaged NH3 concentrations measured with the AMOR and miniDOAS for the six ammonia measurement stations of
the LML. The numbers above the x axes indicate the number of hours in that month with a concentration value available for both instruments.
A monthly average was included if there were at least 100 hourly values.
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Figure 16. Scatter plot (89 data points, R2
= 0.94) of monthly

ammonia concentrations measured at all stations combined for
1 September 2014 up to and including 31 December 2015. The fit
shown is a least orthogonal distance fit.

3.2 Results of the height difference assessment

Table 7 lists the annual averaged differences in ammonia con-
centrations measured with passive samplers at different mea-
surement heights averaged over all sites, and standard 2σ er-
rors. Given the small concentration differences and the rela-
tively large statistical variance associated with these passive
samplers, analysis per station or per season is not feasible
with this data set.

Table 6. Average hourly values for the NH3 concentrations over the
period from 1 September 2014 to 31 December 2015, based on pairs
of hourly values. Standard deviations (σ ) of the averages are given
as well. N : the number of data pairs used to calculate the averages.
The overall average bias is 1.0± 0.6 µgm−3.

Station name AMOR miniDOAS N

average average
concentration concentration

(µgm−3) (µgm−3)

Vredepeel 16.8 (σ = 14.3) 18.4 (σ = 20.6) 6429
De Zilk 2.1 (σ = 2.5) 3.0 (σ = 2.9) 8130
Wieringerwerf 4.7 (σ = 4.7) 5.6 (σ = 6.2) 6824
Zegveld 8.6 (σ = 7.3) 8.6 (σ = 7.7) 8554
Wekerom 12.9 (σ = 11.5) 14.5 (σ = 13.1) 8156
Valthermond 4.7 (σ = 3.8) 5.9 (σ = 4.2) 8711

We see no significant difference between the set at the
AMOR inlet (at 3.5 m) and the set at the miniDOAS path (at
2.2 m). Results do show a difference between the two mea-
surement points at 3.5 m, i.e. those at the AMOR air inlet and
at the separate mast. The concentrations at the AMOR air in-
let are lower. This may be explained by the station housing
influencing the air flow: the air sampled by the AMOR is not
pure air from 3.5 m height but rather mixed with air from
lower heights forced upwards by the station housing. In both
cases the statistical error is substantial.
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Table 7. Annual averaged differences in ammonia concentrations measured with passive samplers at different measurement heights averaged
over all sites.

Difference of passive sampler averages Difference (µgm−3) Remarks

AMOR inlet (3.5 m) – mast 2.2 m 0.0± 0.5 (n= 47) Possible offset between AMOR and DOAS due to height difference
Mast 3.5 m – mast 2.2 m 0.5± 0.3 (n= 50) Possible gradient due to deposition
Mast 3.5 m – AMOR inlet (3.5 m) 0.5± 0.6 (n= 47) Expected to be zero, unless, e.g. influence of station housing on

AMOR measurement

4 Discussion

Analysing the results obtained in the comparison we see that
the uptime of both instruments is comparable. At 80–90 %,
the miniDOAS uptime is adequate for an instrument in an
automated monitoring network. We expect that the uptime of
the miniDOAS will further improve in 2016, as from then on
the instrument will benefit from the regular monitoring of the
network performance.

4.1 Timescale of the intercomparison

Both instruments provide 1 min values of ambient ammo-
nia concentrations. When looking at short timescales (min-
utes, hours) we see relatively large differences between the
data sets. The differences get smaller as the timescale gets
longer. When we look at the fits in the scatter plots of hourly,
daily and monthly averages (Figs. 11, 12 and 16, respec-
tively) we see that the slopes approach unity: 1.54 for hourly,
1.27 for daily and 1.03 for monthly averages. The offsets
approach zero, from −7.34 µgm−3 for hourly averages, to
−3.06 µgm−3 for daily to 0.65 µgm−3 for monthly averages.

We conclude that, on a timescale of minutes or even hours,
the instruments do not compare well. This is caused by a dis-
tinct difference in temporal resolution: the typical integra-
tion time of the miniDOAS is 1 min, and its 1 min measure-
ments are delay-free and mutually independent. The AMOR
has a much larger response time, despite its claimed tempo-
ral resolution of 3 min. Its response to abrupt changes shows
a delay (order of 30–60 min) and a spread out and flatten-
ing of short peaks. In general, the integral over time of the
AMOR-observed ammonia seems to remain conserved, as is
reflected by the good comparison of longer timescale aver-
ages discussed above. This means that (virtually) no ammo-
nia is lost in the AMOR, but it will be recorded at a different
moment in time than its actual appearance at the AMOR in-
let.

On timescales of hours, e.g. when looking at daily cycles,
we consider the miniDOAS concentrations to be more repre-
sentative for the actual ambient ammonia concentrations than
the AMOR measurements.

We therefore focused our comparison on longer
timescales: daily and monthly values. Daily value pairs
showed good agreement in direct comparison, i.e. when the
concentration values are plotted in the same graph (see, e.g.,

Fig. 13). The smoothing and delay effects that are apparent
in the 1 min and hourly values have largely disappeared.
However, scatter plots (see, e.g., Fig. 14) still show some
deviations from y = x, indicating that some delay effects
are still not smoothed out. This is to be expected; a high
peak just before the transition to a new day will cause dif-
ferences in two consecutive days. In the monthly averages,
because there are far fewer transitions, such extremes have
disappeared. This makes monthly averages the timescale of
choice for the intercomparison.

The monthly averaged concentrations show a linear rela-
tionship, as indicated above. We conclude that for monthly
averages the instruments compare well. Over the whole
comparison period there is an average offset of 0.65±
0.28 µgm−3 and a slope of 1.034± 0.028 between the tech-
niques. Thus, the miniDOAS measures on average slightly
higher than the AMOR, over all concentration ranges.

From a scientific point of view this correspondence is ex-
cellent, especially since two completely different measure-
ment techniques are used. As a reference, we refer to a study
by Von Bobrutzki et al. (2010) that shows much larger dis-
crepancies between different techniques. The systematic dif-
ference found between AMOR and miniDOAS amounts to
roughly 10 % of the typical ammonia background concen-
trations in the Netherlands of around 5 µgm−3. Yet, in the
Netherlands even small jumps in the concentration record of
ammonia versus time can be politically relevant. It is there-
fore mandatory in any trend study to correct for the small
systematic differences found between the techniques. This
study provides the scientific basis to do this. See, e.g., van
Zanten et al. (2017) or Wichink Kruit et al. (2017) for two
studies in which these data are being used. We will discuss
some possible explanations for the difference between the
techniques.

4.2 Possible explanations for the difference between the
techniques

A possible effect of the difference in measurement altitude
(the AMOR measured at 3.5 m, the miniDOAS at 2.2 m) was
studied using passive samplers. As discussed in Sect. 3.2, the
results show no significant difference between AMOR inlet
and miniDOAS path, so they offer no explanation for the ob-
served positive bias between miniDOAS and AMOR. Further
research with more precise equipment would be needed to
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reduce the statistical error in these measurements and study
the effects of the altitude difference between 2.2 and 3.5 m,
as well as the possible influence of the station housing.

The AMOR validation procedure may influence the in-
tercomparison as well. AMOR data are validated based on
concentration data only. No AMOR instrument parameters
are included in the validation procedure. Closer inspection
of validated AMOR values show periods after maintenance
where values approved in the validation procedure may – in
hindsight – be considered too low and erroneous. This con-
clusion can only be drawn when the miniDOAS data set is
used as an additional validation tool. Removing these data
from the comparison (dubious as it would be from a scientific
point of view) would, however, improve the comparison only
slightly. Therefore, the validation procedure can be ruled out
as a major source of the offset.

Another effect to be looked at is a possible loss of ammo-
nia in the AMOR air inlet system, as this is a known effect
in ammonia inlet lines (Yokelson et al., 2003). However, the
AMOR air inlet system has been designed to minimise such
effects. The relatively high airflow through the instrument, of
25 Lmin−1 rather than the mLmin−1 flows found in other in-
struments, should be especially effective in minimising these
effects. As discussed in Sect. 3, no indication for ammonia
loss was found in the measurement data. It seems therefore
unlikely that ammonia loss is a major contributor to the bias
found.

The AMOR calibration procedure should come up for
scrutiny as well. AMOR calibrations are performed using
calibration fluids, and thus only pertain to the “liquid” part of
the instrument, after ammonia has been absorbed in the de-
nuder. Any losses in the airborne phase, e.g. in the inlet sys-
tem, are not included in the calibration procedure. As stated
previously, the reason for omitting this part in the calibration
procedure is that it is virtually impossible to generate an ad-
equate calibrated gas flow, as the AMOR tries to minimise
inlet effects by using a very high airflow of 250 m3 h−1, from
which a further 25 Lmin−1 is sampled by the instrument. We
have not been able to study this aspect further in the frame-
work of this comparison.

Shifting our attention to the miniDOAS, we note that the
miniDOAS zero is determined by comparison to a DOAS
reference instrument. Any offset in the reference instrument
will show up as a similar offset in the reported miniDOAS
values. The zero of the reference instrument is determined
from a long time series of concentration data, looking for pe-
riods of lowest values and assuming these occur at constant
zero ammonia levels. If this assumption is incorrect, it results
in the reference instrument underestimating the real concen-
trations. This would therefore lead to a negative bias in the
concentrations reported by the miniDOAS, never to a posi-
tive one. There is no evidence for this in the data set.

5 Conclusions

The Dutch National Air Quality Monitoring Network has
been monitoring ambient ammonia concentrations since
1992, using automated AMOR instruments. Over a period
of 22 years, an hourly data set was obtained at eight sta-
tions in the Netherlands. In 2014 the number of stations was
reduced to six. On 1 January 2016, six miniDOAS instru-
ments replaced the AMOR instruments. The DOAS tech-
nique is an open-path remote sensing technique that does not
require bringing ammonia inside an instrument. This tech-
nique avoids all adverse effects typical for most commercial
ammonia measurements: adsorption to tubing, filters and in-
strument interior and interference from aerosols generating
ammonia. In addition, a substantial reduction in operating
costs is obtained.

Prior to the transition, both instruments ran in parallel at
six stations for a period of 16 months. The comparison dur-
ing this period shows that both instruments have a similar
uptime, obtaining 80 to 90 % of the possible hourly values.
This is adequate for network operations.

The introduction of the miniDOAS in the Dutch Air Qual-
ity Monitoring Network results in a substantial reduction of
the instrument response time and thus in a gain in tempo-
ral resolution. Consequently, miniDOAS 1 min values and
hourly values will be more representative for ambient am-
monia concentrations. The resulting data set will be better
suited for the study of daily cycles and processes than the
data set based on AMOR data. Compass analysis, i.e. sorting
concentration data by episodes of a single wind direction to
investigate in which direction ammonia sources are located,
also becomes possible with the high temporal resolution of
the miniDOAS.

Daily averaged and especially monthly averaged values
of both instruments compare well. The miniDOAS data set
shows a small positive offset of 0.65± 0.28 µgm−3 and
a slope of 1.034± 0.028 with respect to the AMOR data
set. The origin of this difference is presently unknown. As
a potential cause, we cannot rule out possible losses in the
AMOR inlet, as this part of the instrument is not included in
the calibration process. Other possibilities are the height dif-
ference between AMOR inlet and DOAS path in combina-
tion with a deposition gradient, and the possible influence of
the monitoring station housing on ammonia concentrations
at the AMOR inlet.

6 Outlook

In recent years, we have received several requests to make
a miniDOAS available to other parties. So far, we have
worked together with Agroscope in Switzerland (Sintermann
et al., 2016) and the Flanders Environment Agency (VMM)
in Belgium. As a result, some 10 miniDOAS systems are cur-
rently operational in these countries. We are now exploring
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the possibilities of making the miniDOAS instrument avail-
able as a commercial instrument, through collaboration with
one or more partners.

To further improve calibration, especially the zero mea-
surements (Sect. 2.3.5), we intend to construct a laboratory
facility with zero concentration over the full path length of
the instrument.

It should be noted that the miniDOAS instruments store
the unprocessed spectra, averaged over 1 min intervals. This
means that reanalysis of the data, taking into account the lat-
est insights, is always possible.

We anticipate being able to measure ammonia deposition
with miniDOAS soon. Using the gradient technique, we are
aiming for hourly deposition measurements. This develop-
ment will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.

Data availability. The full data set of hourly, daily averaged and
monthly averaged data is provided in the Supplement.
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Appendix A: Monitoring network overview

A1 Measurement station overview

Figures A1–A6 show for each operational ammonia moni-
toring station an overview map and a topographic map of the
immediate surroundings.

Interactive 360◦ views of the monitoring stations may be
found on the following website: https://www.onsite360.nl/
projecten/rivm2015/startpagina/

A2 Implementation of the miniDOAS in the
monitoring network

General remarks: at all sites, the optical path is at about
2.20 m above the ground. The ground is level at every site,
so the path stays at this height over its entire length. Path
lengths are given as 2× the distance between the miniDOAS
and the retroreflector. Path directions are given in degrees
east of north, i.e. 270◦ is due west. For each station, the ID
that is used in national and international databases, the place
name and the street name are given.

Station: NL10131, Vredepeel, Vredeweg. Location:
51.540520◦ N, 5.853070◦ E. Path length: 2× 25.0 m. Path
direction: 344◦. Remarks: the monitoring station is on
the grounds of an experimental farm. The retroreflector is
mounted on the wall of one of the farm buildings.

Station: NL10444, De Zilk, Vogelaarsdreef. Location:
52.296556◦ N, 4.510817◦ E. Path length: 2×25.0 m. Path di-
rection: 217◦. Remarks: none.

Station: NL10538, Wieringerwerf, Medemblikkerweg.
Location: 52.803657◦ N, 5.050509◦ E. Path length: 2×
22.6 m (until November 2014), 2× 18.4 m (since Novem-
ber 2014). Path direction: 178◦ (until November 2014), 95◦

(since November 2014). Remarks: in November 2014, this
station was re-sited, moved 110 m to the west. Also, the op-
tical path was turned 90◦. As a consequence, in March and
October, the instrument looks straight into the rising sun. To
avoid damage to sensitive optics, the instrument is switched
off and its optics are covered during those months. Installa-
tion of an automatic shutter that only covers the instrument
when the sun is actually in the field of view is envisaged.

Station: NL10633, Zegveld, Oude Meije. Location:
52.137950◦ N, 4.838190◦ E. Path length: 2×15.4 m. Path di-
rection: 171◦. Remarks: because of a restricted site, the opti-
cal path is shorter than at other locations.

Station: NL10738, Wekerom, Riemterdijk. Location:
52.111621◦ N, 5.708419◦ E. Path length: 2× 17.6 m. Path
direction: 303◦. Remarks: the optical path passes through
hoisting machinery. This has no influence on the measured
concentration, as the air can move freely through it.

Station: NL10929, Valthermond, Noorderdiep. Location:
52.875725◦ N, 6.932432◦ E. Path length: 2×14.7 m. Path di-
rection: 336◦. Remarks: because of a restricted site, the opti-
cal path is shorter than at other locations.
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Figure A1. Maps of monitoring station 131, Vredepeel. The location of the station is indicated with a purple cross in a yellow circle. Station
environment: arable land, livestock housing, forest.

Figure A2. Maps of monitoring station 444, De Zilk. The location of the station is indicated with a purple cross in a yellow circle. Station
environment: dunes, coast.

Figure A3. Maps of monitoring station 538, Wieringerwerf. The location of the station is indicated with a purple cross in a yellow circle.
Station environment: arable land.
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Figure A4. Maps of monitoring station 633, Zegveld. The location of the station is indicated with a purple cross in a yellow circle. Station
environment: pastures.

Figure A5. Maps of monitoring station 738, Wekerom. The location of the station is indicated with a purple cross in a yellow circle. Station
environment: arable land, pastures, forest.

Figure A6. Maps of monitoring station 929, Valthermond. The location of the station is indicated with a purple cross in a yellow circle.
Station environment: arable land.
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Appendix B: AMOR data offset

As indicated in the main text, the AMOR data were corrected
for a small offset. This offset is stable in time but varies be-
tween stations. It is produced in the digital-to-analogue con-
verter (DAC) that transforms the digital AMOR signal to an
analogue signal which in turn is digitised by the data acquisi-
tion system of the station. Table B1 shows the resulting off-
sets per station. AMOR data used in this study have been cor-
rected for these offsets, in contrast to the original AMOR data
set that is now present in national and international databases.
A correction of the data in the official database is planned and
will be documented in a separate publication.

Table B1. Offset due to digital-to-analogue conversion, by moni-
toring station. This is defined as follows: (reconstructed digital sig-
nal)= (signal after digital-to-analogue conversion)+ offset.

Station name Offset (µgm−3)

Vredepeel 0.77± 0.19
Huijbergen 0.13± 0.02
De Zilk 0.02± 0.02
Wieringerwerf 0.22± 0.03
Zegveld 0.92± 0.11
Eibergen 0.97± 0.10
Wekerom 0.72± 0.09
Valthermond 0.14± 0.02
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The Supplement related to this article is available online
at https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-10-4099-2017-supplement.
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